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INVARIANT MANIFOLDS FOR A CLASS OF DEGENERATE EVOLUTION
EQUATIONS AND STRUCTURE OF KINETIC SHOCK LAYERS
KEVIN ZUMBRUN
Abstract. We describe recent results with A. Pogan developing dynamical systems tools for a
class of degenerate evolution equations arising in kinetic theory, including the steady Boltzmann and
BGK equations. These yield information on structure of large- and small-amplitude kinetic shocks,
the first steps in a larger program toward time-evolutionary stability and asymptotic behavior.
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1. Introduction
In these notes, we describe recent results [39, 40] with Alin Pogan developing a set of dynamical
systems tools suitable for the study of existence and structure of shock and boundary layer solutions
arising in Boltzmann’s equation and related kinetic models. These represent the first steps in
a larger program to develop dynamical systems methods like those used in the study of finite-
dimensional viscous and relaxation shocks in [13, 29, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52], suitable for treatment
of one- and multi-dimensional stability of large-amplitude kinetic shock and boundary layers.
Research of K.Z. was partially supported under NSF grant no. DMS-0300487.
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1.1. Equations and assumptions. Our goal is the study of shock or boundary layer solutions
(1.1) u(x, t) = uˇ(x), lim
x→±∞
uˇ(x) = u±,
of kinetic-type relaxation systems
(1.2) A0ut +Aux = Q(u)
on a Hilbert space H, where A0 and A are constant bounded linear operators, and Q, the collision
operator, is a bounded bilinear map. This leads us to the study of the associated steady equation
(1.3) Au′ = Q(u).
Following [31, 39, 40], we make the following structural assumptions.
Hypothesis (H1) (i) The linear operator A is bounded, self-adjoint, and one-to-one on the Hilbert
space H, but not boundedly invertible. (ii) There exists V a proper, closed subspace of H with
dimV⊥ <∞ andB : H×H→ V is a bilinear, symmetric, continuous map such thatQ(u) = B(u,u).
Hypothesis (H2) There exist an equilibrium u ∈ kerQ satisfying
(i) Q′(u) is self-adjoint and kerQ′(u) = V⊥;
(ii) There exists δ > 0 such that Q′(u)|V ≤ −δIV;
The class of system so described includes in particular our main example, of Boltzmann’s equation
with hard-sphere potential, written in appropriate coordinates [31]; see Section 2. As regards (1.3),
the main novelty is that A by (H1)(i) has an essential singularity, i.e., essential spectrum at the
origin, hence (1.3) is a degenerate evolution equation to which invariant manifold results of standard
dynamical systems theory do not immediately apply. Our purpose here is precisely the construction
of invariant manifolds for the class of degenerate equations (1.3) satisfying (H1)-(H2), and the
application of these tools toward existence and structure of kinetic shock and boundary layers.
Remark 1.1. We do not assume as in [31] the “genuine coupling” or “Kawashima” condition that
no eigenvector of A lie in the kernel of Q′(u). The assumption A one-to-one implies (trivially) the
weaker condition, sufficient for our analysis, that no zero eigenvector of A lie in the kernel of Q′(u).
1.2. Chapman-Enskog expansion and canonical form. Our starting point is the formal
Chapman-Enskog expansion designed to approximate near-equilibrium flow [23]. Near u, (H1)-
(H2) yields by the Implicit Function Theorem existence of a (Fre´chet) C∞ manifold of equlibria
(1.4) E = kerQ, dimE = dimV⊥ =: r,
tangent to V⊥ at u, expressible in coordinates w := u− u as a C∞ graph
(1.5) v∗ : V
⊥ → V.
Denote u = PV⊥u, v = PVu, where PV⊥ and PV are the orthogonal projections onto V
⊥ and V
associated with the decomposition H = V⊥⊕V. The second-order Chapman-Enskog approximation,
or “hydrodynamic limit,” of (1.2) is then h∗(u)t+f∗(u)x = D∗uxx, with associated steady equation
(CE) f∗(u)x = D∗uxx,
where h∗(u) := PV⊥A
0(uT , v∗(u)
T )T and
(1.6) f∗(u) := PV⊥A(u
T , v∗(u)
T )T , D∗ := A12E
−1AT12,
with A12 := PV⊥APV and E := Q
′(u)|V. See [23, 31, 40] for further details.
From (H1)(ii), PV⊥(Au)
′ = PV⊥Q ≡ 0. Integrating, we find that (1.3) admits a conservation law
(1.7) PV⊥Au ≡ q = constant.
By the definition of f∗, v∗, equilibria u± = (u
T , v∗(u)
T )T± satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
(RH) f∗(u+) = f∗(u−) = q
2
associated with viscous shock profiles of the Chapman-Enskog system (CE), giving a rigorous
connection at the inviscid level between shock or boundary layer profiles of the two systems (1.2)
and (CE). A further connection, between the types of the equilibria u = (u¯T , v∗(u¯)
T )T and u¯ with
respect to their associated flows, is given by the following key observation proved in Section 2.
Lemma 1.2. System (1.3) may, by an invertible change of coordinates, be put in canonical form
(1.8)
w′c = Jwc + Q˜c(wc, wh)
Γ0w
′
h = −wh + Q˜h(wc, wh),
wc and wh parametrizing center and hyperbolic (i.e., stable/unstable) subspaces, dimwc = m + r,
m = dimker f ′∗(u¯), r = dimV
⊥, where J =

0 Im 00 0 0
0 0 0

 is a nilpotent block-Jordan form, Γ0 is a
constant, bounded symmetric operator, and Q˜j(wc, wh) = O(|wc, wh|
2). In case m = 0, J, Q˜c ≡ 0.
One may compute that the perturbation equations for (CE) about u¯ have the same canonical
form (noting f ′∗(u¯) = PV⊥APV⊥ , D∗ symmetric) with Γ0 finite-dimensional, invertible [28, 32].
1.3. Dichotomies vs. direct Lp estimate. Lemma 1.2 effectively reduces the study of near-
equilibrium flow of (1.3) to understanding the hyperbolic operator (Γ0∂x+Id), specifically, obtaining
bounds on solutions of the degenerate inhomogeneous linear evolution system
(1.9) (Γ0∂x + Id)wc = g,
where Γ0 is bounded, symmetric, and one-to-one, but (by (H1)) not boundedly invertible: formally,
(1.10) (∂x + Γ
−1
0 )wc = g˜,
where Γ−10 is an unbounded self-adjoint operator and g˜ := Γ
−1
0 g. As Γ0 is indefinite, (1.10) is
ill-posed with respect to the Cauchy problem, featuring unbounded growth in both directions.
Ill-posed equations, and the derivation of associated resolvent bounds, have been treated in
a variety of contexts via generalized exponential dichotomies: for example, modulated waves on
cylindrical domains [33, 36, 37], Morse theory [1, 2, 34], PDE Hamiltonian systems [35], and the
functional-differential equations of mixed type [27]. It is not difficult to see, either by spectral
decomposition of Γ0, or by Galerkin approximation, that (∂x+Γ
−1
0 ) generates a stable bi-semigroup
[5, 19], the infinite-dimensional analog of an exponential dichotomy, that is, there exist bounded
projections on whose range the homogeneous flow is exponentially decaying in forward/backward
direction, in this case with rate |Γ0|
−1
H
, where | · |H denotes operator norm; see [39] for details.
This, however, yields only ‖u‖ ≤ C‖g˜‖ = ‖Γ−10 g‖, the intervention of the unbounded operator
Γ−10 making these bounds useless for our analysis. Thus, the present problem differs from the above-
mentioned ones in that exponential dichotomies are inadequate to bound the resolvent (Γ0∂x+Id)
−1.
Indeed, we have the following striking result obtained by direct estimate in Section 3, showing
that our situation is one of maximal regularity. In this sense, our analysis is related in flavor to
construction of center manifolds for quasilinear systems; see [16, 30], and references therein.
Lemma 1.3. Assuming (H1)-(H2), |(Γ0∂x+Id)
−1|Lp(R) <∞ for 1 < p <∞, but not for p = 1,∞.
An important consequence is that usual weighted L∞ constructions of invariant manifolds are
unavailable. We work instead in weighted H1 spaces, with accompanying new technical issues.
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1.4. Results. We are now ready to state our main results. Assuming (H1)-(H2), from (1.8) and
symmetry of Γ0 we readily obtain a decomposition H = Hc⊕Hc⊕Hu of H into stable, center, and
unstable subpaces invariant under the homogeneous linearized flow of (1.3) about the equilibrium
u. Let H1η (R,H) denote the space of functions bounded in the exponentially weighted H
1 norm
(1.11) ‖f‖H1η(R,H) := ‖e
η〈·〉f(·)‖L2(R,H) + ‖e
η〈·〉f ′(·)‖L2(R,H),
where 〈x〉 := (1+ |x|2)1/2 and η ∈ R may be positive or negative according to our needs. Following
[19], we define solutions of (1.3) using Lemma 1.3 as H1loc solutions of the fixed-point equation
wh = (Γ0∂x + Id)
−1gc(w) and the finite-dimensional ODE (∂x − J)wc = gc(w) in wc; see [39, 40].
1.4.1. H1 stable manifold and exponential decay of large-amplitude shock and boundary layers. Our
first observation is that for singular Γ0 the H
1 stable subspace of (1.8), defined as the trace at x = 0
of solutions wh bounded in H
1(R+,H), is a dense proper subspace of Hs, related to the domain of
the generator Γ−10 of the bi-semigroup associated with homogeneous linearized flow.
Lemma 1.4. Assuming (H1)-(H2), the H1 stable subspace of the linearized equations of (1.3)
about u (equivalently, the linearization of (1.8) about 0) is dom(|Γ0|
−1/2) ∩Hs ⊂ Hs.
Proof. The H1 stable subspace consists of f ∈ Hs such that
∫∞
0 〈∂xe
Γ−1
0
xf, ∂xe
Γ−1
0
xf〉dx < ∞, or,
equivalently, −(1/2)
∫∞
0 ∂x〈e
Γ−1
0
x|Γ0|
−1/2f, eΓ
−1
0
x|Γ0|
−1/2f〉dx <∞. Integrating, and observing that
the boundary term at infinity vanishes, gives condition 〈|Γ0|
−1/2f, |Γ0|
−1/2f〉 < ∞. Alternatively,
this may be deduced by spectral decomposition of Γ0 and direct computation [39]. 
We have accordingly the following modification of the usual stable manifold theorem.
Theorem 1.5. Assuming (H1)-(H2), for any 0 < α < ν˜ < ν := |Γ0|
−1
H
, there exists a local stable
manifold Ms near u, expressible in coordinates w = u − u as a C
1 embedding tangent to Hs of
dom(Γ
−1/2
0 ) ∩ Hs with (graph) norm induced by Γ
−1/2
0 into H, locally invariant under the flow of
(1.3), containing the orbits of all solutions w with H1α(R+,H) norm sufficiently small, with solutions
w initiating in Ms at x = 0 lying in H
1
ν˜ (R+,H). In case det f
′
∗(u+) 6= 0, α may be taken to be zero.
We obtain as a consequence exponential decay of noncharacteristic shock or boundary layers.
Corollary 1.6. Assuming (H1)-(H2), let u be a noncharacteristic equilibrium in the sense of (CE),
det f ′∗(u¯) 6= 0, and ν˜ < ν = 1/|Γ0|H. Then, for any solution uˇ of (1.3) converging to u as x→ +∞
in the sense that uˇ− u is eventually bounded in H1([x,∞),H), we have exponential decay:
(1.12) |uˇ− u|H(x) . e
−ν˜x as x→ +∞.
1.4.2. Center manifold and structure of small-amplitude shock layers. We have, similarly, the fol-
lowing modification of the usual center manifold theorem (cf. [7, 16, 44, 45]).
Theorem 1.7. Let u be an equilibrium satisfying (H1)-(H2). Then, for any integer k ≥ 2 there
exists local to u a Ck center manifold Mc, tangent at u to Hc, expressible in coordinates w := u−u
as a Ck graph Jc : Hc → Hs ⊕ Hu, that is locally invariant under the flow of (1.3) and contains
all solutions that remain sufficiently close to u in forward and backward x. Moreover, Mc has the
H1 exponential approximation property: for any 0 < ν˜ < ν = 1/|Γ0|H, a solution u of (1.3) with
‖u − u‖H1−α∩L∞([M,∞),H) and α > 0 sufficiently small approaches a solution z with orbit lying in
Mc as x→ +∞ at exponential rate ‖u− z‖H . e−ν˜x, with also ‖u− z‖H1ν˜ ([M,∞),H) <∞.
Here, the only difference from the standard center manifold theorem [7] is the weakened, H1,
version of the exponential approximation property. For applications involving normal form reduc-
tion, they are essentially equivalent; in particular, the formal Taylor expansion for center graph
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wh = Ξ(wc) may be computed to arbitrary order in coordinates (1.8) by successively match-
ing terms of increasing order in the defining relation Γ0Ξ(wc)
′ = −Ξ(wh) + Q˜h, or equivalently
Ξ(wc) = −Γ0Ξ
′(wc)(Jwc + Q˜c) + Q˜h, exactly as in the usual (nonsingular A, Γ0) case [10, 16].
Remark 1.8. In the noncharacteristic case, the center manifold, by dimensional count and the fact
that it must contain all local equilibria, is uniquely determined as the manifold of equilibria E .
In this case, the exponential approximation property improves slightly the result of Corollary 1.6,
yielding that solutions uˇ of (1.3) lying sufficiently close to u in L∞(R+,H) and sufficiently slowly
exponentially growing inH1, converges to an equilibrium at exponential rate e−ν˜x, 0 < ν˜ < 1/|Γ0|H.
Denote the characteristics of Chapman-Enskog system (CE), or eigenvalues of f ′∗(u), by
λ1(u) ≤ · · · ≤ λr(u).
The noncharacteristic case f ′∗(u¯) 6= 0 is the case that no characteristic velocity λj(u¯) vanishes,
in which case, by the Inverse Function Theorem, the Rankine-Hugoniot equations (RH) admit a
single nearby solution for each value of q, hence no local shock connections occur. To study small-
amplitude shock profiles, we focus therefore on the characteristic case f ′∗(u¯) = 0, specifically on the
generic case that λj(u¯) = 0 for a single characteristic velocity λp, with associated unit eigenvector
r, that is genuinely nonlinear in the sense of Lax [21, 41]:
(GNL) Λ := r · f ′′∗ (u¯)(r, r) 6= 0.
In this case, it is well known [21, 41, 28] that there exists a family of small-amplitude shock
profiles ˇ¯u of (CE) connecting endstates u¯± → u¯, with (u¯+ − u¯−) lying in approximate direction r,
with λ := λp(ˇ¯u) satisfying an approximate Burgers equation
(1.13) δλ′ = −ε2 + λ2/2 +O(|ε, λ|3),
Λ as in (GNL), ε > 0 parametrizing amplitude, provided there holds the stable viscosity criterion
δ := r ·D∗r > 0, as may be readily seen to hold for D∗ using (1.6) and (H1) (cf. Rmk. 1.1).
Our final result gives a corresponding characterization of small-amplitude kinetic shocks of (1.3)
bifurcating from a simple genuinely nonlinear eigenvalue of f ′∗(u¯). The complementary case of
bifurcation from a multiple, linearly degenerate eigenvalue of f ′∗(u¯) [21, 41] is treated also in [40,
Thm. 1.5] (not stated here); in that case, no nontrivial shock or boundary layer connections exist.
Corollary 1.9. Let u be an equilibrium satisfying (H1)-(H2) in the characteristic case (GNL),
λp(u¯) = 0 a simple eigenvalue, and k an integer ≥ 2. Then, local to u, u¯, each pair of points u±
satisfying the Rankine-Hugoniot condition (RH) has a corresponding viscous shock solution uCE of
(CE) and relaxation shock solution uREL = (uREL, vREL) of (1.3), satisfying for all j ≤ k − 2:
(1.14)
∣∣∂jx(uREL − uCE)∣∣ ≤ Cεj+2e−µε|x|,∣∣∂jx(vREL − v∗(uCE))∣∣ ≤ Cεj+2e−µε|x|,
|∂jx(uREL − u±)| ≤ Cε
j+1e−µε|x|, x ≷ 0,
µ > 0, C > 0, ε := |u+−u−|, unique up to translation, with λp(uREL) and λp(uCE) both satisfying
approximate Burgers equations (1.13): in particular, both monotone decreasing in x.
1.5. Discussion and open problems. Corollary 1.9 recovers under slightly weakened assump-
tions, the result of [31, Prop. 5.4], which, applied to Boltzmann’s equation, in turn recovers
and sharpens the fundamental result [8] of existence of small-amplitude Boltzmann shocks with
standard, square-root Maxwellia-weighted L2 norm in velocity [15]. With further effort, one may
show [40, Prop. 1.8] (not stated here) that the center manifold of Theorem 1.7, hence also the
small-amplitude shock profiles obtained of Corollary 1.9, are contained in a stronger space of near
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Maxwellian-weighted L2 norm in velocity, recovering the strongest current existence result for Boltz-
mann shocks [31, Thm. 1.1], plus the additional dynamical information of (1.13) and monotonicity
of λp(uREL(x))- neither available by the Sobolev-based fixed point iteration arguments of [8, 31].
To our knowledge, Theorems 1.5 and 1.7 are the first results on existence of invariant manifolds
for any system of form 1.2, (H1)-(H2) in either Hilbert or Banach space setting, in particular for
the steady Boltzmann equation with hard sphere potential. Liu and Yu [25] have studied existence
of invariant manifolds for Boltzmann’s equation in a weighted L∞ (in both velocity and x) Banach
space setting, using rather different methods of time-regularization and detailed pointwise bounds,
pointing out that monotonicity of λp(u¯) follows from center manifold reduction and describing
physical applications of center manifold theory to condensation and subsonic/supersonic transition
in Milne’s problem. However, their claimed linearized bounds, based on exponential dichotomies,
hence also their arguments for existence of invariant manifolds, were incorrect [50]; see Remark 3.3.
Our results among other things repair this gap, validating their larger program/physical conclusions.
A longer term program is to develop further dynamical systems tools for kinetic systems (1.2)
with structure (H1)-(H2), sufficient to treat time-evolutionary stability of shock and boundary layers
by the methods used for viscous/relaxation shocks in [13, 29, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52]. Besides unifica-
tion/simplification, this approach has the advantage of applying in principle to multi-dimensional
and/or large-amplitude waves, each of these long-standing open problems in the area.
These techniques have the further advantages of separating the issues of existence, spectral stabil-
ity, and linearized/nonlinear stability, with the first two often treated by a combination of analytical
and numerical methods, up to and including (see, e.g., [3, 4]) interval arithmetic-based rigorous
numerical proof. The development of numerical and or analytical methods for the treatment of
existence of large-amplitude kinetic shocks we regard as a further, very interesting open problem.
Indeed, the structure problem discussed by Truesdell, Ruggeri, Boillat, and others, of existence
and description of large-amplitude Boltzmann shocks, is perhaps the fundamental open problems in
the theory, and one of the main motivations for their study. As discussed, e.g., in [6], Navier-Stokes
theory well-describes behavior of shocks of Mach number M / 2, but inaccurately predicts shock
width/structure at large Mach numbers; by contrast, Boltzmann’s equation (numerically and via
various formal approximations) appears to match experiment in the large-M regime.
2. Reductions and main example
We begin by carrying out various reductions, first from Boltzmann’s equation to the abstract
form (1.3), (H1)-(H2), then the abstract equation to the canonical form (1.8).
2.1. Boltzmann’s equation. (Following [31]) Our main interest is Boltzmann’s equation with
hard-sphere potential (or Grad hard cutoff potential as in [8]):
(2.1) ft + ξ1∂xf = Q(f, f),
where f(x, t, ξ) ∈ R is the distribution of velocities ξ ∈ R3 at x, t ∈ R, and
(2.2) Q(g, h) :=
∫ (
g(ξ′)h(ξ′∗)− g(ξ)h(ξ∗)
)
C(Ω, ξ − ξ∗)dΩdξ∗
is the collision operator, with collision kernel C(Ω, ξ) =
∣∣Ω · ξ∣∣ for hard-sphere case.
The space of collision invariants 〈ψ〉,
∫
R3
ψ(ξ)Q(g, g)(ξ)dξ ≡ 0, of (2.1) is spanned by
(2.3) Rf :=
∫
Ψ(ξ)f(ξ)dξ ∈ R5, Ψ(ξ) = (1, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3,
1
2
|ξ|2)T .
(Here, we are assuming that distributions f(x, t, ·) are confined to a space H to be specified later
such that the integral converges.) The associated macroscopic (fluid-dynamical) variables are
(2.4) u := Rf =: (ρ, ρv1, ρv2, ρv3, ρE)
T ,
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where ρ denotes density, v = (v1, v2, v3) velocity, E = e+
1
2 |v|
2 total energy density, and e internal
energy density. The set of equilibria (kerQ) consists of the Maxwellian distributions:
(2.5) Mu(ξ) =
ρ√
(4πe/3)3
e
−
|ξ−v|2
4e/3 .
2.1.1. Symmetry, boundeness, and spectral gap. Boltzmann’s H-theorem [15, 14, 11] (equivalent to
existence of a thermodynamical entropy in the sense of [12]) asserts the variational principle∫
log fQ(f, f)dξ ≤ 0,
with equality on the set of Maxwellians M . Taylor expanding about a local maximum M , we
obtain symmetry and nonnegativity of the Hessian
∫
M−1(∂Q|Mh)hdξ ≤ 0. giving symmetry and
nonnegativity of ∂Q|M on the space H defined by the square root Maxwellian-weighted norm
(2.6) ‖f‖H := ‖fM
−1/2‖L2(R3).
Making the coordinate change
(2.7) u = 〈ξ〉1/2f, Q(u) := 〈ξ−1/2〉−1Q(〈ξ〉−1/2u), 〈ξ〉 :=
√
1 + |ξ|2,
and definining multiplication operators A0 = 〈ξ〉−1 and A = ξ1/〈ξ〉, we find that (2.1) may be
put in form (1.2), for u ∈ H, with A0, A evidently symmetric and bounded, A0 > 0, and Q′(u)
symmetric nonpositive at any equilibrium u = 〈ξ〉1/2M . By [31, Cor. 2.4], Q is bounded as a
bilinear map on H. Moreover, by [31, Prop. 3.5], Q′(u) is negative definite with respect to H on its
range, this last being a straightforward consequence of Carleman’s theorem [9] that ∂Q|M acting
on H may be decomposed as the sum of a multiplication operator ν(ξ) ∼ 〈−ξ〉 and a compact
operator K, whence Q′(u) is the sum of a multiplication operator ν˜(ξ) ∼ −1 and the compact
operator K˜ = 〈ξ〉−1/2K〈ξ〉−1/2, Weyl’s Theorem thereby implying existence of a spectral gap.
Collecting information, we find that we have reduced to a system of form (1.2) satisfying (H1)-
(H2), with V := 〈ξ〉1/2(RangeR)⊥, R as in (2.3), dimV⊥ = 5, and u = 〈ξ〉1/2M for any Maxwellian
M . Note that A has no kernel on H, but essential spectra ξ1/〈ξ〉 → 0 as ξ1 → 0: an essential
singularity. A consequence is that small velocities ξ1 → 0 constitute the main difficulties in our
analysis, large-velocities issues having been subsumed in the reduction [31] to form (1.2).
2.1.2. Hydrodynamic limit. The formal Chapman-Enskog expansion (CE), or hydrodynamic limit,
being independent of coordinate representation, is the same in our variables u, Q as in the standard
Boltzmann variables f , Q. As computed, e.g., in [11, 25], this appears in fluid variables (2.4) as the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations with temperature-dependent viscosity and heat conduction:
(cNS)
ρt + (ρv1)x = 0,
(ρv1)t + (ρv
2
1 + p)x = ((4/3)µv1,x)x,
(ρ2)t + (ρv1v2)x = (µv2,x)x,
(ρ3)t + (ρv1v3)x = (µv3,x)x,
(ρE)t + (ρv1ρE + v1p)x = (κTx + (4/3)µv1v1,x)x,
where T denotes temperature, with monatomic equation of state p = Γρe, T = c−1v e, with
(2.8) Γ = 2/3, cv = 3/4, µ = µ(T ) = (5/16)
√
T/π, κ = κ(T ) = (75/16)
√
T/π.
As computed in, e.g., [41], the hyperbolic (i.e., lefthand side) part of (cNS) has characteristics
(2.9) λ1 = v1 − c, λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = v1, λ5 = v1 + c,
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where c :=
√
Γ(1 + Γ)e > 0 denotes sound speed, with “acoustic modes” v1±c simple and satisfying
(GNL), and “entropic/vorticity modes” v1 multiplicity three and linearly degenerate in the sense
of Lax [21, 41] (not addressed here; see [40] for discussion of the linearly degenerate case).
2.2. Macro-micro decomposition. Next, starting with form (1.3), (H1)-(H2), coordinatize as
in Section 1.2 u as (u, v), u = PV⊥u, v = PVu, where PV⊥ and PV are the orthogonal projections
associated with orthogonal decomposition H = V⊥ ⊕V, to obtain the block decomposition
(2.10)
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)(
u
v
)′
=
(
0 0
0 E
)(
u
v
)
+
(
0
f
)
,
into “macro” and “micro” variables u and v similarly as in [25, 31], with forcing term f = B(u,u),
where B is a bounded bilinear map and E < 0 is symmetric negative definite on H. The following
further reduction greatly simplifies computations later on; hereafter we take E = −Id.
Observation 2.1. By the change of variables v → (−E)1/2 combined with left-multiplication of
the v-equation by (−E)−1, we may take without loss of generality E = Id.
2.3. Reduction to canonical form. Since A and P|V⊥ are self-adjoint on H, A11 = PV⊥A|V⊥
is self-adjoint on V⊥, hence V⊥ = kerA11 ⊕ imA11. Denote by PkerA11 and PimA11 the associated
orthogonal projections onto kerA11 and imA11, and A˜12 : V → imA11 and T12 : V → kerA11 the
operators defined by A˜12 = PimA11A12 and T12 = PkerA11A12. From the assumption that A is
one-to-one, we readily obtain the following; see [40, Lemma 2.1] for details.
Lemma 2.2. Assuming (H1)-(H2), (i) ker T ∗12 = {0}, imT12 = kerA11, ker T12 6= {0}, and (ii)
The linear operator A˜11 = (A11)|imA11 is self-adjoint and invertible on imA11.
Introduce now orthogonal subspaces V1 = imT
∗
12 and V˜ = kerT12 decomposing V, with associated
projectors PV1 and PV˜. Denoting
(2.11) u1 = PkerA11u, u˜ = PimA11u, v1 = PV1v, and v˜ = PV˜v,
and applying PkerA11 and PimA11 to the first equation of (2.10) we obtain
(2.12) T12v
′ = 0, A˜11u˜
′ + A˜12v˜
′ = 0.
Moreover, by (A21)| kerA11 = T
∗
12, (A21)|imA11 = A˜
∗
12 the second equation of (2.10) is equivalent to
(2.13) T ∗12u
′
1 + A˜
∗
12u˜
′ +A22v
′ = Ev + f.
Since v1 ∈ V1 = imT
∗
12, from (2.12) we conclude v
′
1 = 0. In addition, since A˜11 is invertible on
imA11 by Lemma 2.2(ii), we have u˜
′ = −A˜−111 A˜12v˜
′. Summarizing, (2.12) is equivalent to
(2.14) v′1 = 0, (u˜+ A˜
−1
11 A˜12v˜)
′ = 0.
Next, taking without loss of generality E = Id, we obtain from (2.13) evidently
(2.15) T ∗12u
′
1 + PV1(A22 − A˜
∗
12A˜
−1
11 A˜12)v˜
′ = −v1 + PV1f
and
(2.16) P
V˜
(A22 − A˜
∗
12A˜
−1
11 A˜12)v˜
′ = −v˜ + P
V˜
Ev1 + PV˜1f.
From Lemma 2.2(i), (T ∗12)
−1 is well-defined and bounded, hence we obtain from (2.15)
(2.17) (u1 − Γ1v˜)
′ = −(T ∗12)
−1v1 + (T
∗
12)
−1PV1f, Γ0v˜
′ = v˜ + P
V˜
f,
where Γ1 = (T
∗
12)
−1(A˜∗12A˜
−1
11 A˜12 −A22) ∈ B(V, kerA11) and
(2.18) Γ0 = PV˜(A22 − A˜
∗
12A˜
−1
11 A˜12)|V˜ ∈ B(V˜) is symmetric.
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Summarizing, we have that (2.10) is equivalent to the system
(2.19) (u1 − Γ1v˜)
′ = (T ∗12)
−1v1 + (T
∗
12)
−1PV1f, (u˜+ A˜
−1
11 A˜12v˜)
′ = 0, v′1 = 0, Γ0v˜
′ = v˜ + P
V˜
f.
By the invertible change of coordinates
(2.20) wc =
(
(u1 − Γ1v˜)
T , (−(T ∗12)
−1v1)
T , (u˜+ A˜−111 A˜12v˜)
T
)T
, wh = v˜,
we reduce (2.10) finally to the canonical form of Lemma 1.2:
(2.21) w′c = Jwc + gc, Γ0w
′
h = wh + gh,
where J =

0 Im 00 0 0
0 0 0

 and gc = Q˜c(w,w) and gh = Q˜h(w,w) are bounded bilinear maps.
Observation 2.3. We record for later that the tangent subspace (u, v) = (ζ, 0) to equilibrium
manifold E = {(u, v) ∈ V⊥ ⊕ V : Q(u, v) = 0} is given in coordinates (2.20) by wc = (ζ1, 0, ζ˜),
wh = 0, as can also be seen by computing the subspace of equilibria of (1.8) with g = (gc, gh) = 0.
3. Linear resolvent estimates
The starting point for construction of invariant manifolds is the study of the solution operator
for the decoupled linear inhomogeneous equations (2.21) with arbitrary forcing terms gc, gh. The
“center,” wc equation is of standard finite-dimensional type, so may be treated by usual methods.
Evidently, then, the key issue is treatment of the degenerate “hyperbolic,” wh equation.
3.1. Symmetric degenerate evolution equations. Consider a degenerate inhomogeneous evo-
lution equation (Γ0∂x + Id)wc = g, with Γ0 (recalling (2.18) and (H1)-(H2)) symmetric and one-
to-one but not boundedly invertible, with the goal to obtain bounds on the resolvent operator
(3.1) R := (Γ0∂x − Id)
−1.
As discussed in the introduction, the inhomogeneous flow u′ + Γ−10 u = 0 possesses generalized
exponential dichotomies, but the resulting bounds on (∂x − Γ
−1
0 )
−1 are insufficient to bound the
inhomogeneous solution operator (Γ0∂x − Id)
−1 = (∂x − Γ
−1
0 )
−1Γ−10 .
That is, (1.9) represents an interesting new class of symmetric degenerate evolution equations
for which construction of dichotomies is inadequate to bound the resolvent (3.1).
A key observation of [39] is that L2 bounds may be obtained directly, using symmetry. In [39],
we use for technical reasons a frequency domain/Fourier transform formulation following [19, 20];
however, this can be seen at formal level through an a priori energy estimate
(3.2) |〈u, g〉| = |〈u,Γ0u
′〉 − 〈u, u〉| = |〈u, u〉| = ‖u‖2 ⇒ ‖u‖ ≤ C‖g‖,
reminiscent of Friedrichs estimates for symmetric hyperbolic PDE, where ‖ · ‖ and 〈·, ·〉 denote
L2 norm and inner product; indeed, one could view (1.9) as a “symmetric hyperbolic” analog for
ODE. As in the PDE setting, the crucial property of symmetry of Γ0 is guaranteed by existence of
a convex entropy for (1.2) [12], e.g., the Boltzmann H-Theorem as discussed in Section 2.1.1.
3.2. Details/counterexamples. Viewing the constant-coefficient operator R, (3.1), as a Fourier
multiplier with symbol Rˆ(ω) = (iωΓ0 − Id)
−1, and computing the uniform estimates
(3.3) |Rˆ(ω)| ≤ C, |Rˆ′(ω)| = | − RˆiΓ0Rˆ| ≤ C2(1 + |ω|)
−1,
we find by the Mikhlin-Hormander multiplier theorem that R is bounded on Lp, 1 < p <∞.
Further detail may be obtained by spectral decomposition of Γ0, converting (Γ0∂x + Id)wc = g
into a family of scalar equations (αλ∂x−1)uλ = gλ, with uλ the coordinate associated with spectrum
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αλ and ‖u‖
2
H
=
∫
|uλ|
2dµλ. The associated (scalar) resolvent operators Rλ = (αλ∂x + 1)
−1 have
explicit kernels
(3.4) Rλ(θ) = α
−1
λ e
(θ)/α−1λ , θαλ < 0; (Rλh)(x) =
∫
R
Rλ(x− y)h(y)dy,
that are evidently integrable with respect to x, so bounded coordinate-wise on any Lp(R+). How-
ever, explicit example [39, Eg. 4.7, p. 23] shows that the full operator R is not bounded on
L∞(R,H) (resp. L1(R,H)); that is, it is not an L∞ (resp. L1) multiplier. This has the important
consequence that our dynamical theory must be carried out in H1 (bounding L∞) rather than the
usual C0(R) setting costing a surprising amount of technical difficulty.
The above shows also that the full resolvent kernel R(θ) determined by (3.4), considered as an
operator-valued function from H→ H, is not integrable, since otherwise R by standard convolution
bounds would be a bounded multiplier on all Lp. Likewise, the computation
(3.5) |R(θ)|H = sup
αλ(θ<0
|α−1λ e
−θ/α−1λ | ∼ C/|θ| as θ → 0
shows that |R(θ)|H is not bounded. This indicates the delicacy of, and cancellation involved in, the
bounds on R obtained above through energy estimate (3.2)/resolvent bounds (3.3).
Remark 3.1. We emphasize that Lp multiplier theory/spectral decomposition is used here only to
construct counterexamples, our construction of invariant manifolds relying on Parseval’s identity.
3.3. The Banach space setting. (Following [50]) Weighted L∞ spaces L∞r,ξ in velocity ξ, defined
by norms ‖f‖L∞r,ξ := supξ∈R3(1 + |ξ|)
rM(ξ)−1/2|f(ξ)|, r ≥ 0, where M(ξ) = e−c0|ξ−v|
2
is the
Maxwellian corresponding to equilibrium u, have been used in the study of Boltzmann’s equation
in, e.g., [25, 26]. Though resolvent bounds appear more difficult to obtain in this context, we can
establish that |R(θ)|L∞r,ξ is not bounded, similarly as in the Hilbert case.
Recall [15] that the linearized collision operator L appearing in the linearized inhomogeneous
steady Boltzmann equation ξ1f
′ − Lf = g˜ may be decomposed as L˜ = ν˜(ξ) + K˜, where ν˜(ξ)
is a multiplication operator with ν˜(ξ) ∼ 〈ξ〉 and K˜ has kernel |k˜(ξ, ξ∗)| ≤ C|ξ − ξ∗|
−1e−c|ξ−ξ∗|
2
,
(K˜h)(ξ) =
∫
R3
k˜(ξ, ξ∗)h(ξ∗)dξ∗. By ‖|ξ|
−1e−c|ξ|
2
‖L1 < ∞ and standard convolution bounds, K˜ is
bounded on L∞(ξ), hence, by 〈ξ〉/〈ξ−ξ∗〉 ≤ C〈ξ∗〉, on L
∞
r,ξ. In our coordinates (2.7), Af
′−Q′f = g,
A = ξ1〈ξ〉 , Q
′ = −ν(ξ) +K, where ν(ξ) ∼ 1 and K = 〈ξ〉−1/2Kˆ〈ξ〉−1/2 is bounded from L∞r,ξ → L
∞
r,ξ.
The reduced equation Γ0u
′ − Eu = g of (1.9) corresponds to the restriction of g to a finite-
codimension subspace Σ of “hyperbolic modes,” where E := Q′|Σ < 0 [39]. That
(3.6) |R(·)|L∞r,ξ =∞
thus follows (by contradiction, using standard convolution bounds) from the following slightly
stronger statement.
Lemma 3.2 (adapted from [50]). The solution of Au′ − Q′(u)u = g, with data g valued in a
finite-codimension subspace Σ of L∞r,ξ does not satisfy a uniform bound |u|L∞(x,L∞r,ξ) ≤ C|g|L1(x,L∞r,ξ).
Proof. Defining S =
(
(ξ1/〈ξ〉)∂x − ν(ξ)
)−1
, we have the explicit solution formula
(3.7) (S g)(x, ξ) =
∫
R
Sξ(x− y)g(y, ξ)dy; Sξ(θ) = (ξ1/〈ξ〉)
−1e−ν(ξ)/(ξ1/〈ξ〉)
−1
,
where scalar kernels Sξ(·) are integrable, hence S is bounded on L
∞(x,L∞r,ξ) = L
∞
r (ξ, (L
∞(x).
Writing Au′ − Q′(u)u = g as
(
(ξ1/〈ξ〉)∂x − ν(ξ)
)
u = Ku + g, applying S , and rearranging,
we obtain S g = u − SKu, hence |S g|L∞(x,L∞r,ξ) ≤ C|u|L∞(x,L
∞
r,ξ)
by boundedness of |K|L∞r,ξ ,
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|S |L∞(x,L∞r,ξ). Thus, |u|L∞(x,L∞r,ξ) ≤ C|g|L1(x,L∞r,ξ) would imply |S g|L∞(x,L
∞
r,ξ)
≤ C|g|L1(x,L∞r,ξ), or,
taking g → δ(x)h(ξ), |S(θ)|L∞r,ξ ≤ C for the full kernel S of S . But, direct calculation as in (3.5)
shows |S(θ)|L∞r,ξ ∼ |θ|
−1 as θ → 0, a contradiction. 
Remark 3.3. In our notation, the bound asserted in [25] is |R(θ)|L∞
5/2,ξ
≤ Ce−β|x|, in contradiction
with (3.6). We conjecture that |R(θ)|L∞r,ξ & |θ|
−1 as θ → 0 similarly as for its principal part S(θ),
and similarly as in the Hilbert space setting (3.5), so that |R(·)|L∞r,ξ 6∈ L
p(R) for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
4. H1 stable manifold theorem
We now outline the argument for construction of the stable manifold; for details, see [39].
Proof of Theorem 1.5. For clarity, we first treat the noncharacteristic case m = 0, dimwc =
dimE = r, for which (1.8) becomes wc ≡ constant, (Γ0∂x + Id)wh = Q˜c(w), and the equation
for the stable manifold reduces to wc ≡ 0 and (Γ0∂x+Id)wh = B(wh, wh), B(wh, wh) := Q˜c((0, wh)
a bounded bilinear map. Inverting, we deduce (see [39]) the fixed-point formulation
(4.1) u(τ) = TS(τ)ΠSu0 + (Γ0∂x − Id)
−1B(u, u)(τ),
where ΠS , TS denote projection and semigroup associated with the stable subspace of homogeneous
flow Γ0u
′ = −u, so that TS(τ)ΠSu0 is a homogeneous solution with data ΠSu0 lying in the stable
subspace at τ = 0, and ΠSu(0) = ΠSu0. This can be recognized as a concise, frequency-domain
version of the usual variation of constants formula for finite-dimensional ODE.
However, significant new difficulties arise from the fact that, due to the properties of (Γ0∂x+Id)
−1
described in Section 3, we must carry out the analysis in weighted H1 rather than standard L∞
spaces. For example, for the unbounded formal generator −Γ−10 , the H
1-stable subspace is strictly
contained in the L2-stable one, so that we must seek a graph not over the entire stable subspace
but only the H1 part, conveniently conveniently characterized as dom(ΠS(−Γ0)
−1/2). Moreover,
differentiating the equation gives u′(τ) = T ′S(τ)ΠS(u0 − B(u(0), u(0)))(Γ0∂x − Id)
−1B(u, u)′(τ)
(noting u′(0) = −Γ−10
(
u(0) − B(u(0), u(0))
)
) by the equation) so that the “homogeneous term”
involving T ′S lies in L
2 when v0 := u0 −B(u(0), u(0)), not u0, lies in the H
1-stable subspace.
Our solution is to introduce the modified fixed-point equation
(4.2) u(τ) = TS(τ)ΠS
(
v0 −B(u(0), u(0))
)
+ (Γ0∂x − Id)
−1B(u, u)(τ)
parametrized by elements v0 in the H
1-stable subspace, for which the derivative equation is the
harmless u′(τ) = T ′S(τ)ΠSv0 + (Γ0∂x − Id)
−1B(u, u)′(τ). Observing that the trace u → u(0) is
bounded on H1 by 1D Sobolev embedding, as is (Γ0∂x + Id)
−1 by L2-boundedness plus commu-
tation of constant coefficient operators with derivatives, we find that (4.2) is contractive, yielding
existence/uniqueness in H1 (and exponentially weighted H1) norm, and thereby existence of an
(exponentially decaying) stable manifold expressed as a graph over theH1 stable subspace, Fre´chet-
differentiable from dom(−(ΠSΓ0)
−1/2) with norm induced by (−ΠSΓ0)
−1/2 to the full space H with
its original norm. A novel aspect is that the graph lies above the H1-stable subspace not only in
unstable directions, but also in stable directions lying in the stable but not H1-stable subspace.
In the noncharacteristic case, there is a nontrivial center equation w′c = Jwc+Bc(w,w), coupled
to the hyperbolic equation Γ0w
′
h = −wh + Bh(w,w). This may be treated, setting w = (z, u), by
the larger fixed-point equation appending to (4.2) a standard finite-dimensional z equation:
(4.3)
z(τ) = −
∫ +∞
τ
eJ(τ−θ)Bc(w,w)(θ)dθ,
u(τ) = TS(τ)ΠS
(
v0 −Bh(u(0), u(0))
)
+ (Γ0∂x − Id)
−1Bh(w,w)(τ).

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Proof of Corollary 1.6. Because the stable manifold contains the forward orbits of all solutions with
H1(R+,H)) norm sufficiently small, it contains the orbit on R+ of uˇM := uˇ(·+M) forM sufficiently
large, whence uˇM ∈ H
1
ν˜ (R+,H) by Theorem 1.5. It follows that e
ν˜|·|uM ∈ H
1(R+,H), hence, by
Sobolev embedding, |eν˜|x|u(x)| ≤ C, or |u(x)| ≤ C|eν˜|x|, for x ≥M . 
Remark 4.1. The key technical points in the above construction are the use of H1 rather than sup
norms to bound the resolvent, and the “integration by parts” parametrization by v0 in (4.2).
5. Existence of a center manifold
Next, we outline the argument for existence of a an H1 center manifold; for details, see [40].
The translation from standard C0 to H1 framework again introduces interesting new difficulties:
surprisingly, different from those encountered in the stable manifold case.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Following the standard approach to construction of center manifolds [42, 7,
44], we first replace Q˜ by a truncated nonlinearity Nε(w) := ρ(w/ε)Q˜(w), where ρ is a smooth
cutoff function equal to 1 for |w| ≤ 1 and 0 for |w| ≥ 2. The truncated nonlinearity satisfies bounds
(5.1) |Nε| ≤ cε
2, |N ′ε| ≤ cε, |N
′′
ε | ≤ c (| · | = | · |H),
and agrees with the original one locally to u.
Translating the usual sup-norm approach to the H1 setting, we seek solutions to the modified
(truncated) equation in a negatively weighted space H1−α, for α > 0 sufficiently small. Similarly as
in (4.1), this yields the fixed point formulation
(5.2) w(τ) = Tc(τ)Πcw0 +
∫ τ
0
Tc(τ − θ)ΠcNε(w(θ))dθ + (Γ0∂x + Id)
−1ΠhNε(w)(τ)
for solution w = (wTc , w
T
h )
T , where Πc denotes projection onto the wc component, Tc(·) = e
J(·) the
associated (nondegenerate) flow, and Πh denotes projection onto the wh component.
The difficulty in this case is not with the “homogeneous” term Tc(τ)Πcw0 as in the stable manifold
case (since derivatives on Σc are bounded) nor
∫ τ
0 Tc(τ−θ)ΠcNε(w(y))dy, but the formerly harmless
(A∂x − Id)
−1ΠHNε(w,w)(τ), specifically, the “substitution operator” Nε : w → Nε(w). Bounds
(5.1) yield readily that (5.2) is contractive in L2−α and bounded in H
1
−α, ‖f‖Hs−α := ‖e
−α〈·〉f(·)‖Hs ,
giving existence and uniqueness of a C0+1/2 center manifold Πcw0 → w(0) via the trace map
w → w(0) and the 1-d Sobolev estimate |f(0)| ≤ ‖f‖
1/2
L2−α
‖∂xf‖L2−α .
However, higher (even Lipshitz) regularity seems to require contraction in ‖ · ‖H1−α , the difficulty
lying in term
‖∂x(Nε(v1)−Nε(v2))‖L2−α ∼ ‖maxj
(|N ′′ε (vj)||∂xvj |)|v2 − v1|‖L2−α ∼
∑
j
‖|∂xvj ||v2 − v1|‖L2−α ,
for which the obvious Sobolev embedding estimate gives ‖v1 − v2‖H1−α
∑
j(
∫
R
|∂xvj |
2)1/2 = +∞.
A key observation is that, for 0 < α1 ≪ α≪ α2 ≪ 1, (5.2) is contractive in the mixed norm
(5.3) ‖f‖ := ‖f‖L2−α + ‖∂xf‖L2−α2
and bounded in H1−α1 for ‖w‖H1−α1
≪ 1. For, the Sobolev bound
e−2α2〈x〉|f(x)|2 ≤ ‖f‖L2−α2 (x,∞)
‖∂xf‖L2−α2 (x,∞)
≤ e−(α2−α)〈x〉‖f‖L2−α(x,∞)‖∂xf‖L2−α2(x,∞)
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gives
(5.4)
‖∂x(Nε(v1)−Nε(v2))‖
2
L2−α2
.
∫
R
e−2α2〈x〉|v1(x)− v2(x)|
2|∂xv1(x)|
2dx
.
( ∫
R
e−(α2−α)〈x〉|∂xv1(x)|
2dx
)
‖v1 − v2‖
2 . ‖∂xv1(x)‖
2
H1−α1
‖v1 − v2‖
2.
With this observation, working in norm ‖ · ‖, we obtain essentially immediately existence and
uniqueness of a global center manifold for the truncated equation/ local center manifold for the
exact equation that is Lipschitz continuous, as a graph over the center subspace Σc. C
r (Fre´chet)
regularity, r ≥ 1 may then be obtained similarly as in the finite-dimensional case [42, 7, 44, 16],
by a bootstrap argument, using a nested sequence of mixed-weight norms together with a general
result on smooth dependence with respect to parameters of a fixed point mapping y = T (x, y)
that is Fre´chet differentiable in y from a stronger to a weaker Banach space, with differential Ty
extending to a bounded, contractive map on the weaker space [44, Lemma 2.5, p. 53] ([46, Lemma
3,p. 132]). See [40, Appendix A], for further details. The H1 exponential approximation property
(not discussed in [40]) follows by transcription to the H1 setting of the finite-dimensional argument
given in [7, Step 7, p. 9]. 
Remark 5.1. The estimate (5.4), and introduction of norm (5.3), we view as the crucial technical
points in our construction of center manifolds, and the main novelty in this part of the analysis.
6. Structure of small-amplitude kinetic shocks
Given existence of a center manifold, on may in principle obtain an arbitrarily accurate descrip-
tion of near-equilibrium dynamics via formal Taylor expansion/reduction to normal form. We give
here a particularly simple normal form argument describing bifurcation of stationary shock profiles
from a simple genuinely nonlinear characteristic equilibrium, adapting more general center manifold
arguments of [28, 29] in the finite-dimensional case. Similarly as in [28, 29], the main idea is to use
the fact that equilibria are predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot shock conditions (RH) to deduce
normal form information from the structure of the Chapman-Enskog approximation (CE).
Lemma 6.1. Let u ∈ kerQ be an equilibrium satisfying (H1)-(H2). In the simple genuinely
nonlinear characteristic case (GNL), m = 1, the center manifolds of (1.3) and (CE) both consist
of the union of one-dimensional fibers parametrized by q ∈ Rr as in (RH) and coordinatized by u1
as in (2.11), satisfying an approximate Burgers flow: without loss of generality
(6.1) q˜ = 0, u′1 = δ
−1
(
− q1 + Λu
2
1/2
)
+O(|u1|
3 + |q1||u1|+ |q1|
2),
where δ := rTD∗r > 0 with r, D∗ as in (GNL), (CE). In particular, under the normalization q˜ = 0,
there exist local heteroclinic (Lax shock) connections for q1Λ < 0 between endstates u
±
1 ≈
√
−2q1/Λ.
Proof. First, note that T12v1 in the original coordinates of (2.19) is exactly the first component
q1 of q in (RH), or v1 = T
−1
12 q1. By Observation 2.3 and the Implicit Function Theorem, we may
take without loss of generality q˜ = 0 by a shift along equilibrium manifold E of the background
equilibrium u. By (1.8), therefore, the flow on the (r + 1)-dimensional center manifold has an
r-dimensional constant of motion
(6.2)
(
wc,2, wc,3
)
≡ (ζ, γ) =
(
− (T ∗12)
−1v1, q˜
)
=
(
(−T ∗12)
−1T−112 q1, 0
)
,
w as in (2.20), with flow along one-dimensional fibers coordinatized by wc,1 = u1−Γ1v˜ = u1−Γ1wh
given by the wc,1 equation of (1.8):
(6.3) w′c,1 = ζ + φ(wc,1, ζ), φ(wc,1, ζ) := gc,1
(
(wc,1, ζ, 0),Ξ(wc,1, ζ, 0)
)
= O(‖wc,1‖
2, ‖ζ‖2).
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The factor (T ∗12)
−1T−112 > 0 in term ζ = −(T
∗
12)
−1T−112 q1 is easily recognized as δ
−1, where
δ := T12T
∗
12 > 0, or, using r = e1, δ = r · D∗r with D∗ as in (CE). Using the fact that wh =
J (wc) = O(|wc|
2) along the center manifold to trade wc,1 for u1 by an invertible coordinate
change preserving the order of error terms, we may thus rewrite (6.3) as
(6.4) u′1 = δ
−1(−q1 + δχu
2
1) +O(|u1|
3 + |u1||q1|+ |q1|
2),
where χ, hence the product δχ, is yet to be determined. On the other hand, performing Lyapunov-
Schmidt reduction for the equilibrium problem (RH), we obtain the normal form
0 = (−q1 +
1
2
Λu21) +O(|u1|
3 + |u1||q1|+ |q1|
2),
where Λ is as in (GNL). Using the fact that equilibria for (1.3) and (RH) agree, we find that δχ
must be equal to 12Λ, yielding a final normal form consisting of the approximate Burgers flow (1.13).
A similar computation yields the same normal form for fibers of the center manifold of the formal
viscous problem (CE); see also the more detailed computations of [28] yielding the same result.
For q1Λ > 0, the scalar equation (1.13) evidently possesses equilibria ∼ ∓
√
2q1/Λ, connected
(since the equation is scalar) by a heteroclinic profile. Since sgnu′1 = −sgnΛ for u1 between the
equilibria, so that
(
λ(u)
)′
∼ Λu′1 has sign of −Λ
2 < 0, the connection is in the direction of decreasing
characteristic λ(u), corresponding to a Lax-type solution of (RH) (cf. [28, 29]). 
Remark 6.2. Using λ(u1) ∼ Λu1, we may rewrite (6.1) as (1.13) as in the introdiuction, eliminating
the q˜-dependent term Λ. However, the “effective viscosity” δ remains dependent on q˜.
Having determined the normal form (1.13), we establish closeness of profiles of (1.3) and (CE) by
comparing their u1 coordinates, separately, to an exact Burgers shock, then showing that differences
in remaining, slaved, coordinates, since vanishing at both endstates, are negligibly small.
Lemma 6.3 ([22, 38]). Let η ∈ R1 be a heteroclinic connection of an approximate Burgers equation
(6.5) δη′ =
1
2
Λ(−ε2 + η2) + S(ε, η), S = O(|η|3 + |ε|3) ∈ Ck+1(R2), k ≥ 0,
and η¯ := −ε tanh(Λεx/2δ) a connection of the exact Burgers equation δη¯′ = 12Λ(−ε
2 + η¯2). Then,
(6.6)
|η± − η¯±| ≤ Cǫ
2,
|∂kx
(
η¯ − η¯±)(x)| ∼ ε
k+1e−δε|x|, x ≷ 0, δ > 0,∣∣∂kx((η − η±)− (η¯ − η¯±))(x)∣∣ ≤ Cεk+2e−δε|x|, x ≷ 0,
uniformly in ε > 0, where η± := η(±∞), η¯± := η¯(±∞) = ∓ε denote endstates of the connections.
Proof. (From [40], following [22]) Rescaling η → η/ǫ, x→ Λǫx˜/β, we obtain the blowup equations
η′ =
1
2
(η2 − 1) + ǫS˜(η, ǫ) S˜ ∈ Ck+1(R2)
and η¯′ = 12(η¯
2 − 1), for which estimates (6.5) translate to
(6.7)
|η± − η¯±| ≤ Cǫ,
|∂kx(η¯ − η¯±)(x)| ∼ Cε
ke−θ|x|, x ≷ 0, θ > 0,
|∂kx
(
(η − η±)− (η¯ − η¯±)
)
(x)| ≤ Cεk+1e−θ|x|, x ≷ 0.
The estimates (6.7) follow readily from the implicit function theorem and stable manifold theorems
together with smooth dependence on parameters of solutions of ODE, giving the result. 
Setting q1 = Λε
2/2, and either η = uREL,1 or η = uCE,1, we obtain approximate Burgers equation
(6.5), and thereby estimates (6.6) relating η = uREL,1, uCE,1 to an exact Burgers shock η¯.
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Corollary 6.4 ([40]). Let u ∈ kerQ be an equilibrium satisfying (H1)-(H2), in the noncharacteris-
tic case (GNL), and k and integer ≥ 2. Then, local to u (u¯), each pair of points u± corresponding
to a standing Lax-type shock of (RH) has a corresponding viscous shock solution uCE of (CE) and
relaxation shock solution uREL = (uREL, vREL) of (1.3), satisfying for all j ≤ k − 2:
(6.8)
|∂jx(uREL,1 − u
±
REL,1)(x)| ∼ Cε
je−θ|x|, x ≷ 0, θ > 0,
|∂jx(uREL,1 − uCE,1)(x)| ≤ Cε
j+1e−θ|x|, x ≷ 0.
Proof. Immediate, by (6.7), Lemma 6.3 and the triangle inequality, together with the observation
that, as equilibria of (CE) and (1.3), hence solutions of (RH), endstates u±REL,1 = u
±
CE,1 agree. 
Proof of Corollary 1.9. ([40]) Noting that the imA11 and V components of uREL are the C
1 func-
tions Ψ(uREL,1), Φ(uREL,1) of uREL,1 along the fiber (1.13), we obtain (1.14)(iii) immediately from
(6.8)(i). Denote by ΨCE the map describing the dependence of imA11 component of uCE on uCE,1
on the corresponding fiber of (CE). Noting that Ψ−ΨCE and Φ− v∗ both vanish at the endstates
u±REL,1, we have by smoothness of Ψ, ΨCE, Φ, v∗ that
|Ψ−ΨCE|, |Ψ− v∗| = O(|uREL,1 − u
+
REL,1|, |uREL,1 − u
−
REL,1|),
giving (1.14)(i)-(ii) by (6.8)(i)-(ii). 
Remark 6.5. Applied to Boltzmann’s equation, Corollary 1.9 yields existence/convergence to hy-
drodynamic shock profiles in the square root Maxwellian-weighted norm (2.6). Using a bootstrap
argument analogous to that of [31, Prop. 3.1], one can show [40, Prop. 1.8] that the center man-
ifold of Theorem 1.7 lies in the stronger spaces determined by near-Maxwellian weighted norms
‖f‖Hs := ‖fM
−s‖L2(R3), 1/2 ≤ s < 1, yielding further information on localization of velocity in
small-amplitude shock profiles. This, and the streamlined proof of existence above, are the main
novelties in our treatment by center manifold techniques of existence and structure of kinetic shocks.
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